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EDINBURGH

– STEAMPUNK HEARTLAND!

- ATTICUS OLDMAN

SCOTLAND

With architecture and history to delight even
the most jaded of Steampunk Hearts,
Edinburgh has long been associated with the
ethereal, fantastic and macabre of both fact
and fiction. R. L. Stevenson, Kenneth
Grahame and Arthur Conan Doyle are just a
few sons o’ “Auld Reekie” whose wonderful
imaginations have helped shape the
literature of the modern age and who
continue yet to inspire generations around
the entire world.
For good or ill, many real life residents of
Scotland’s capital have also horrified,
mystified or inspired countless more.
Murderers and ‘Resurrection Men’ Burke &
Hare, pilfering parson Deacon Brodie,
cannibal Sawney Bean, Inspector James
McLevy (inspiration behind the BBC radio
drama series ‘McLevy’) and still the best
James Bond to date in actor Sean Connery,
to name but a very few.
From being home to surgeon and anatomist
Charles Bell and inventor of the telephone
Alexander Graham Bell to becoming home to
the founding work of the first master of
steam himself James Watt, Edinburgh has
also formed the backdrop to many
breakthroughs and developments in the
sciences for centuries past.
With so many threads of a superbly rich
cultural and creative texture ready to be
woven together in to a new and exciting
tableau, I hereby cordially invite the
international Steampunk community to cast
a monocled eye over the possibilities and
potentials of the city as a venue for future
Steampunk events, concerts, creative
endeavours or even just a good auld
fashioned holiday!
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TIME ROULETTE
GOSSIPS AND POISON CANDY ARE REEKING
ALL OVER MINDS' DEAD END STREET
SCIENCE HAS PROVED THESE ARE INSIDE JOKES
WHEN RULES ARE BROKEN IT'S HARD TO COMPETE
NO ONE LISTENS, ALL CHIT CHAT A GOGO
BRING IT ON, DON'T BE SHY, MEET ME IN THE SERAGLIO
FEVER AND ANXIETY KEEP ON FEEDING THE ENEMY WITHIN

YOU WAKE UP FROM AN AWKWARD DREAM THE ROOM'S THE SAME
BUT TIME ROULETTE CHOSE ANOTHER FRAME

VICTOR SIERRA - 5TH ALBUM PREVIEW
Parisian based Victor Sierra are a magnificent
example of the musical imagery inspired by a deep
passion for Steampunk. By way of masterful
storytelling and outstanding musicianship the band
have devised a dimension of empire, intrigue and
dark humour. Now preparing to release their fifth
album - I am delighted to share with you the
exclusive sneak peek Victor Sierra have granted us
of what we can expect...
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LOGIC, PROPORTION, NONE OF THESE ARE WORKING HERE
THE WILD CAT ROLLS HIS EYES AND GIVES ME A SIAMESE BEER

MEMORIES AND PERSIAN LETTERS ARE DRYING
UNDER A MIDNIGHT SUMMER SUN
PLEASE COME ON IN, WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE
TAKE A SEAT IN MY SOMNAMBULATION
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www.victorsierra.net

www.facebook.com/victor.sierra.band

THE LUXURY OF TIME (WITH TEA & CAKES)
- ATTICUS OLDMAN
In early January, Atticus Oldman (AKA Wullie Steele)
was delighted to invite the Steampunks o’ Scotland and
beyond to the Grand Gallery of The National Museum
of Scotland for a very special exploration of the
“Luxury of Time” exhibition narrated by Dr John C
Taylor, inventor and innovator, entrepreneur and
philanthropist.
The Luxury of Time: Clocks from 1550-1750 exhibition
was a fascinating and beautiful display of rare and
significant historical timepieces telling the story of a
golden age of innovation in British watch and
clockmaking. The specially narrated exploration by Dr
Taylor revealed the fascinating story of scientific and
technical advancement during periods of extreme
turmoil, from early clocks made by blacksmiths and
which kept time to around a quarter of an hour a day,
to the invention of the pendulum clock and the balance
spring which enabled much more accurate timekeeping
to within a few seconds a day.
Following the event those attending were invited to
join Atticus Oldman for Tea & Cakes at the Balcony
cafe of the Grand Gallery before a wee stroll through
chosen galleries of the National Museum of Scotland One of the world’s finest historical and cultural
resources.

Visit Dr Taylor Online:
www.johnctaylor.com
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WHEN THERE IS NO TOCK
Tick ... tock ... tick ... tock ... tick ... tock.

- DUNCAN MCNULTY

ENGLAND

Even over the constant cacophony of the
workshop just the other side of his office
door, Reginald James Farquharson could
always hear the meticulous Swiss
mechanism driving the time piece on his
wall. It had been a gift for services rendered
to the city of Zurich some ten years back
and had been his changeless companion
ever since. Back then he has been nothing
more than an engineer and glorified
salesman, travelling the globe to prove the
superiority of Armstrong Mitchell &
Company long arms over the cut-rate
German made rifles that saturated the
market.
Tick … tock … tick … tock
Since then, Reginald had risen to the heady
heights of foreman for the principal factory
complex in Newcastle upon Tyne. Not an
onerous job if truth be told, but it suited him
well in his twilight years and the
remuneration certainly did not hurt. As long
as manufacture continued uninterrupted, he
was at leisure to while away his days
looking occupied and scowling at his
underlings. All he had wished-for was to live
out his last few years in comfort. And then
this had happened.
Tick … tock … tick … tock
He looked down at the device lying on the
green leather inlay of his mahogany desk. To
the casual observer it looked like nothing
more than a tailored Enfield Mk II revolver
with an inexplicably added scope and an
augmented barrel calibre. But Reginald had
spent his entire life around armaments,
although he had never actually fired one in
anger. To his trained eye it was clear this
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weapon could no more fire a projectile than it could fly. Instead, the
revolving chamber was occupied with miniature, exactingly placed
mirrors that drew light in and and focused it up into the sights.
Tick … tock … tick … tock
With trembling hands, Reginald once more picked up the strange
weapon that had been smuggled into the country in one of his
consignments. It had undoubtedly come in from the Americas in
amongst a case of similar pistols. No doubt it was to be retrieved by
one of his staff and passed on to the final owner. All this right under
his nose and he was evidently never meant to know anything about
it. A chance inspection had unearthed the weapon and resulted in it
being brought to him. At first all he had worried about was which of
his staff were on the take. But then he had picked it up and looked
down the sights.
Tick … tock … tick … tock
The metal touched down softly on the leather again. Reginald did
not need to look again to see the image scorched into his memory.
The sights revealed not the intended target of the gun, but rather the
ghostly image of a man. The tiny spirit raged in silent screams and
hammered its fists against the polished glass of its entrapping
mirror. A cunning ruse, Reginald would have thought, had he not
recognised the features of his American counterpart. Obviously, he
had heard about the soul stealing mirrors of the London College
experiment; but to have miniaturised and weaponised such
abominable science! Who would do such a thing?
Tick … tock … tick … tock
The last hour had appeared to go on for an eternity as the time piece
counted out every second with painstakingly audible precision.
Alexander’s soul had been taken. The company was in some way
part of smuggling unthinkable weapons. And some potent and
sinister group must be behind it. All that had kept Reginald safe was
his ignorance; and that had been so publicly shattered when his
floor manager handed him the weapon. Now he was a liability and
each second that ticked by felt like a life sentence as he awaited the
inevitable.
Tick … tock … tick … tock
To be honest it was almost a kindness when he felt the cold steel of
a knife. The blade was being held against his throat by some
obfuscated assassin behind him. He had, of course, been fervently
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scanning the room for signs of danger, but still this assailant has
slipped in unnoticed. Reginald had expected the familiar whir of a
rifle winding up, or even the subtle noise of a revolver's hammer
mechanism, to be the last thing he heard. Instead there was nothing.
Just the sharp undeniable presence at his neck.

WEE WILLIE KLINKIE
- STEAMPUNK MCGONAGALL

Wee Willie Klinkie - gliding over the toon,

Tick … tock … tick … tock

Up gears, doon gears, in his flying gown,

Reginald swallowed carefully; his mouth suddenly drier than the
Indian deserts.

Tapping at me window with his tapper-knock,

“Why?” was the only word he could make his dumbfounded mouth
form.

"Are the steampunks in their beds,
It's aw-most gin o'clock!"

Tick … tock … tick … tock
The answer came as a whisper, barely audible and warm in his ear.
“Because, Mr Farquharson, between all the machines, there is
silence in human movement.”
Tick … tock … tick …

Come in Wee Willie klinkie - are you made o' tin?
My cat is making clockwork mice, to keep his practice in,
Dog has feet up on the hearth, happy reading Mr Peeps,
But next door there's a steampunk who just will-nae go tae sleep!

Find more of Duncan's work

This noisy little brassling has dark designs upon the moon,

at Nanuk Ambitions

And the making o' his rocket-ship creates such an awful tune,

http://nanukambitions.com

The piercing screams of metalwork is drowning oot the night,
Waking aw good sleepy folk with dire and dreadful fright!

The Bartitsu & Antagonistics Forum
https://bartitsu.wordpress.com

Oh Wee Willie Klinkie - This just has-tae stop!
The bugger's started welding and it's just gone 4 o'clock,
Im reaching for the buckshot an me blunderbuss,
If he don't stop that racket, I'll turn his ass to dust!

Morning Wee Willie Klinkie, it's peaceful once again,
We had a wee discussion, just him... me... and 10 foot Ben,
He promised most profusely he would no do it again,
We're acting now as ground crew and he leaves for space at 10!
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EXHIBITION GALLERY
- AMERZ HARDY & GTB PHOTOGRAPHY

- AMERZ HARDY
SCOTLAND

I’ve been modelling a couple of years but the
past year I have been developing my makeup
skills. I love doing creative shoots and have
always wanted to do Steampunk. I called my
friend George, a photographer I have worked
with many times, and I said “George, I have an
idea”. He jumped on board and together we
began to create our shoot. We asked another
model we have worked with, Max Scratchmann,
to join us. As the planning progressed the ideas
increased along with our list of locations. We
wanted to keep in synch with the usual style of
Steampunk but at the same time adding our
own individual twist. After further thought we
decided to open up the shoot and invited two
more models, Lady Patricia and Kat D. I had
planned on being the makeup artist but with the
model number increased I thought it might be a
good idea to have another makeup artist come
on board. I asked a fellow student from my
makeup course at City of Glasgow College,
Agatha Bonik to join us. It was her first shoot
and she wanted to give modelling a try and so
our fifth model/second makeup artist joined the
team.
Between the six of us we came up with ideas for
styling, makeup, location positioning. I
remember when George bought some smoke
canisters for a background effect, we were so
excited. Then the online purchases started to
arrive, it was all becoming real and exciting.
On the day Agatha and I set up our makeup
area in George’s studio. When finished, we
headed off to our first location which was a
really cute train station. Still being used but
quiet enough for a Sunday shoot it was a
perfect backdrop. At one point we were all on
one platform with George on the other taking
the shots and a train pulled into the station. I
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can still see this little boys face as he saw us from the window, such pure
delight. We of course gave him armfuls of waves. Our next stop was a
local beach which gave another backdrop. Here we were able to use the
smoke canisters which we think were quite effect for the final beach look.
Our third location was an abandoned war bunker. The view from here was
breathtaking; we could have taken a picnic and stayed all day.
We took so many incredible images on the day but more importantly we
also had a lot of fun. We all enjoyed the shoot and working together. We
were also very lucky to have our images published in the Christmas
edition of Photoshoot magazine, December 2019 and the front cover of
Pho Mo Magazine, January 2020. Huge thanks to Dark Purity Art
Retoucher who added something really special to a couple of chosen
images. Where we never set out to be published it was so nice to be
recognised and to achieve it.
George and I think it would be a great idea to do this as an annual event,
welcoming anyone who is interested in coming along. This time everyone
can bring a picnic and make it more of a day out.
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We invite anyone who would like to join us to come along this summer to
our next day out. Date and location will be confirmed in a further issue of
Steampunk 2020, no experience needed just a love of all things
Steampunk.

Team:
Photographer – GTB Photography
Model & MUA – Amerz Hardy & Agatha Bonik
Models – Max Scratchmann, Lady Patricia & Kat D
Retoucher of three images – Dark Purity Art Retoucher
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STEAMPUNK IS SYNERGY
- BONSART BOKEL

- BONSART BOKEL
NETHERLANDS

I am known on the Aethernet as Bonsart and I am from the Netherlands,
blogger, writer, graphic arts, video editor, propmaker and costume
designer at Radio Retrofuture. Among other things. But most will probably
know me from my documentary series, The Steampunk Beginners Guide
on Youtube.
At the start of 2020 I published a video ‘Steampunk is Synergy’ and I
rewrote that script into this article. II will not quote that video verbatim but
will discuss some of my core points about Steampunk’s unique position in
Geekdom as a whole, especially that of it’s community.
I also left in the bit where I talk about my own ambitions for 2020 and
some of the reasons why you want to follow me on Youtube or social
media.
But before we start, I am going to do what people should do more often
when writing on this topic. Clarify what we mean with Steampunk. To me
Steampunk can mean three things, The story genre, the aesthetics and
the community. It is the latter what I’ll be discussing below.
During my six year exploration of Steampunk and its community, I
interviewed over a hundred people from all around the world. Writers,
makers, game creators, artists, etc.
One thing that stands out to me is how diverse the community is in
people, themes, aesthetics and even genres. Yet, despite us doing so
many different things, still we feel connected by what we do. Doing
Steampunk!
So, there must be some central concept or believe that we are working on
something together. And those from outside the community also have this
shared ideal about the nature of Steampunk which goes deeper than cogs
and top hats.
It still surprises me that people who don’t know who I am, still recognise
my costumes as Steampunk. We can go all Plato on this and assume
there must be ‘Perfect Steampunk’ out there, but that is not the point.
When I started costume-wise, I didn’t what to go the typical path. I wanted
to tell a story. That is how I came up with 113th RAG-TAG: The 113th
Regiment Anachronistic Grenadiers - Tactical Assault Group. One day I
discovered a batch of copper-oxide-green coats and I convinced friends
to become faceless soldiers. All the Steampunks had guns at that time
and such with which they posed on photo, but they had no enemies to
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During that time I learned the importance of synergy and what you can
create if you plant a idea in a group of people and let folks do their thing
with it. People came up new stuff, jokes, devices. And all that input
created the Lore behind the 113th RAG-TAG.
But I never got to work on their story, which I really wanted. But I didn’t
have a universe to work with. One reason for that is I didn’t have the
opportunity and we were very occupied with the public and the kids. But
regardless R.A.G.-T.A.G. became this very unique thing that people still
remember.
And I think that is what the Steampunk Community is as a whole. A weird
synergy between people doing their own thing within the framework of a
very broadly defined concept. And that makes Steampunk as a
community, from what I have seen, very unique within Nerd-dom. Most
communities are fandoms, many to properties owned by corporations, like
Disney, DC Comics, Fox etc. Those communities are very affected by
what happens within those companies. Think of the scandals with
Wizards of the Coast and last year Blizzard’s incident. Let’s not even start
about the ‘creative story’ decisions in the latest Star Wars films.

fight against. So, I decided to become that enemy. And people really liked
it. We did photoshoots, video productions and created a camp with kids
attractions like a storm course and throwing arcades.
I know this sounds all very anecdotal, but I do have a point to make so
bear with me.
Despite us moving on from RAG-TAG to other themes, the folks who
frequent these events still remember us. All that came about by getting a
bunch of talented people together, agreed on a base costume including
eating utensils because I am still a reenactor at heart, and then worked
our way up from that common foundation.
The Story behind the 113 Regiment was they were former mind-controlled
soldiers who broke free from their master. And now they are interdimensional mercenaries. So, kinda like the A-team or Fin from the new
Star Wars (who should have had his own film).
Anyway, the idea was that they were all warriors taken from different
historical periods and places, mind-controlled and put into service of
sinister M.I.D. But because their control was gone the 113th started to
remember who they used to be, and this was was supposed to come
through in their uniforms. So, they would have the same basic costume,
but they would then build on that.
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The Steampunk Community doesn’t have Corporate Overlords telling
what they can or can’t do. People can walk into the Steampunk
community and start doing their thing.
This does raise the bar for newcomers, because how do you Steampunk?
That is why I created my youtube series ‘the Steampunk Beginners
Guide’, and I needed no permission to write those episodes.
To get back to my point, that is what I think makes Steampunk what it is it comes from the people that partake in it. Now, there is an issue every
Steampunk veteran deals with, and that is the eternal question. ‘What is
Steampunk?’
And this is a malformed question. For one. Steampunk is a word with
different meanings. It can refer to the Steampunk community, the
aesthetic or the stories. It would be much easier if people would ask what
is the Steampunk Community, for example.
In order to talk about stuff like this you need to define your terms. And I
believe that is one big issue the community has. Because apart from the
hardcore group of viewers, the people who support me on Patreon etc.
who else agrees with my description of the word Steampunk.
The lack of an agreement can be an alienation thing to newbies.
Especially those who can only interact with the community through the
internet. You can’t have a real discussion about Steampunk, because
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nobody agrees on what it is. This is made worse by the fact that many
people in the community judge things to be Steampunk based on rather
they personally like said thing or not. (this is also the reason I stay away
from terms like Deco/Ocean/Atom/Plungerpunk).

have some short stories read out for you.
But back to my plans for the Association
of Ishtar. It is a collection of stories I am
writing wich take place in a Multiverse.
The Association is exploring a network of
alternate dimensions and try to stop any
threat to their own world.

We can have a discussion on the ‘Steampunk Community’. The latest
Steampunk books or costumes because we can point to it and judge them
on their own merit rather than, as a Steampunk-product. (Can we atleast
agree calling something Steampunk is not a statement regarding the
quality of said thing?)

Just like I do with SCP I want to make
videos on this universe. But also
costumes and I'm teaching myself to draw
as well. But just like I did with RAG-TAG I
want to try and create a similar synergy.
Currently, these stories are on a Wiki and
people are free to add their own stories.

Yet, that chaos creates this synergy that, as far as I can tell, made the
Steampunk community as persistent as it is. Imagine going into the Star
Wars fandom and start creating magical pixies riding unicorns through
space and promote that stuff really intrusively. People are gonna say,
“what are you doing? This is not a place for that.”
Steampunk doesn’t have that issue. It is very diverse in all of its subjects.
And it works! That is the weird synergy that is going around.
So, artists/writers/producers often talk about
how they want to create a ‘Home for
Steampunk’. Some creation everyone can get
behind. Personally, I think that is not possible
due to the wide range of interests and
nationalities within the community. I would even
say it could be antithetical to the community
because it is that undefined idea that has made
Steampunk what it is. The difference in ideas
inspiration and genres created that synergy
between this world wide community.

So I chose for a multiverse so people can insert their own universes into
The Association of Ishtar, so to say. This way they can practise their
writing and expose it to a shared audience and get feedback to your
ideas. Canon, therefore, is lose and to add to the mystery things are
never fully explained. Just as SCP, all stories are told from the perspective
from the Association who by no means are reliable narrators.
If that sounds like a fun challenge to you, check out the link to the stories
below or join our Discord server. We got a lot of stuff going on there.

The Association of Ishtar
https://radio-retrofuture.fandom.com/wiki/Library

Now, that said. Here are my ambitions for 2020.

Radio Retrofuture (Main Channel/ The Steampunk Beginners Guide)

(Or skip to the bottom for the links to my Youtube channels)

https://www.youtube.com/c/radioretrofuture

I want to create a home for Steampunk!
A lot of younger people come to me with questions on how to write. How
to worldbuild, create immersive stories. That inspired the idea to write
short stories to showcase various approaches on exploring subjects and
themes and how to turn simple story concepts into complex narratives.
Last year I finally started writing stories for the Association of Ishtar. My
own take on the SCP-format. If you don’t know what SCP is, check out
our video ‘Why you should read the SCP-Foundation’ or check out and
our second channel The Retrofuture Research Foundation where we
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HOUDINI'S VISIT TO EDINBURGH

Disappointing the cheering crowd

- MAX SCRATCHMAN

Who have gathered to see him die

He suffocates in a symphony of steel,
Clanking chains hewn from a

In the middle of the gardens,
A howling aria of fauna, blood and bone.

Mixed hardware of sieves and garden rakes
Smelted down into his self-inflicted bondage weave,
More terrible than the icy waters of the Forth,
As the clank-clank-clank of cogged wheels
Lower him down to the murky depths.
Hell, wasn't this supposed to be Lock Ness?

But, no, Houdini thwarts the malevolent ectoplasm
Of his dead mother and lands
Triumphant
On angels wings of riveted steel and goose feathers.
And the Edinburgh-rock-crunching crowd boos as
they disperse,
Vexed that there is to be no blood today,

But the monsters are firmly in his own head

But, as Houdini takes his final bow,

And he comes supplied with his very own batch of

He winks a promise,

Personal demons,

For he never disappoints,

Fork-tailed and razor-sharp,

There will be blood and death,

Perambulating openly with him

Just,

In the ticker-tape parade on the Royal Mile,

Not yet.

Then taking-in an excursion of Princes Street
ecaspology
In the grand hall of Jenners,
Before being thrown,
Cocooned in ropes and weights,
From the pin-sharp pinnacles of the Scott
Monument,
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FESTIVALS 2020

- DAVID SMITH EVENTS GUIDE

Our calendar of Steampunk Events for 2020 (so
far!) has five festivals confirmed – three are
“town centre” and two are in rather special
Museums.
In date order, they comprise:

- DAVID SMITH
ENGLAND

Hereford Waterworks Museum
– April 25th & 26th
Minehead
– May 2nd & 3rd
Northampton
– May 16th & 17th
Amberley Museum
June 13th & 14th
Coalville
– September 26th & 27th
The Waterworks Museum in Hereford is a
marvellous place, crammed to the rafters with
(mainly) steam-powered machinery which is
fired up and running over the weekend that we
are there, making for the most fantastic and
appropriate setting for steampunk frolics and
shenanigans. This will be our fourth year at the
Waterworks, and we will have a steampunk
market both inside and outside the buildings,
and live entertainment throughout the days.
This will feature Ichabod Steam and his
Animatronic Backing Band, Greg Chapman,
and the legendary Mr. Alexander’s Travelling
Show.
We are particularly lucky in having Mr.
Alexander with us again at Hereford, where the
management are actually going to change the
access gates into the field at the back of the
Museum in order to make it easier for him to get
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his lorry and trailer in from the road. The lorry is his living quarters,
decorated to look like a country cottage complete with bay window, and
the trailer after several hours hard work is transformed into a Victorian
Theatre Stage. Each day Mr. Alexander performs three completely
different 45 minute shows featuring juggling, dance, illusion, clowning, a
unicycle, audience participation, music, and a lot of laughter. Debbie
Holland, who you may know as the vampire Bella Donna in Ichabod
Steam’s Darkside Steamgoth Adventure, and who has an extensive
background in performing arts and theatre, describes Mr. Alexander as
“one of the best magician/ entertainer acts out there!”
( If you can’t get to see him at Hereford, you have a second opportunity at

will be welcoming folk in the gardens of The Quay Inn overlooking the
harbour, we hope to have Sheriff Ants Trepaneur in residence in The Owls
Roost Tea Shop (subject to his work commitments), and the lovely Lux
DeLioux will be joining us for the Saturday Night Steampunk Cabaret
Show at the Minehead and District Social Club.
Our Northampton Steampunk Festival is centred on The Guildhall and the
almost adjacent and refurbished Northampton Museum and Art Gallery.
The Guildhall is a fine example of Victorian High Gothic Medieval
architecture, the Great Hall is going to make a brilliant setting for the
Saturday Night Steampunk Cabaret Show. Lots of scope for this one to
grow over time, as just opposite the Museum is the Royal and Derngate
Theatre complex, who are very interested in getting involved but whose
scheduling timeframes mean that 2021 before they have any options on
this. And for those with an interest in architecture and the decorative arts,
the only house in England which was remodelled by Charles Rennie
Mackintosh is a short walk away at 78 Derngate.
Amberley Museum, June 13th & 14th, is something of a long-held dream
come true. Several years ago when I was looking for sites with an
industrial heritage that would be suitable for steampunkery I found this
venue thanks to the internet, but when I looked at their events list it was
so packed I didn’t even bother to contact them. They had long established
shows such as classic cars, vintage transport, 1940s etc., every weekend
throughout the time they were open! Then last year they had a show there
called the Floral Fringe Festival, run by a third party, an unusual
occurrence for them and the organisers had hired Ichabod Steam to be
part of the entertainment. The directors of the Museum got talking to
Ichabod, expressed an interest in steampunk, and asked him if he knew
anyone who could help them stage a Steampunk Festival…..
We survived a dreadfully wet and windy weekend in November, and have
been invited back for a Summer Show, should be much nicer and warmer!

Amberley Museum in June! )
Minehead is one of the most lovely seaside resorts in the country, tucked
under Exmoor and with a harbour, beach, lots of Victorian and Edwardian
architecture, and the added benefit of the West Somerset Railway, which
is the country’s longest standard gauge heritage railway. The main station
is practically next to the beach and opposite the hotel where we have the
steampunk market, and naturally enough we make good use of it as a
base for our live entertainment, which features Ichabod Steam, Greg
Chapman, Rivers and Kidd, Doctor Gray and his Orchestra of One, Kiss
Like Ether, and The Big Noise Street Band. The Time Travelling Tea Tent
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This really is one amazing site, entirely ideal for steampunks. It sits in 36acres dug out of the South Downs as a chalk quarry, complete with
historically important Lime Kilns, and has more “big toys” than enough.
There’s a narrow gauge railway with three stations and a variety of
locomotives including the 115-year-old “Polar Bear” steam engine, there
are vintage buses to ride on, old fire engines, traction engines, static
engines, a working hot printing press, a pottery, blacksmith at the forge,
steam-powered timber yard, wheelwright’s shop, 1930s garage,
exhibitions of narrow gauge railways, electricity, communications,
television and radio, road-making, a Nature Trail – you can’t really see
and do everything in just the one day, and we are adding live
entertainment and specialised steampunk retail therapy to the mix!!
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Line up confirmed so far includes Moog Gravett, Mr. Alexander’s
Travelling Show, Pena, Doctor Gray and his Orchestra of One, Ichabod
Steam, Greg Chapman, Fliss The Mermaid, Kiss Like Ether, L M Cooke
Music, Lady Violet Hugh, and New Moon and friends.

- Advertisement -

Coalville was entirely created by and for coal mining, hence the name,
and was the first place in the world where so-called deep mining was
attempted. It has a remarkable industrial heritage which has largely been
forgotten with the decline and demise of coal mining, and which the local
council and historical society are trying to promote. Our festival is timed to
fit in with their heritage celebrations and they are going to be organising
tours of the remains of the Snibston Mine Headworks, which will be
interesting. As part of our steampunk shenanigans we are delighted to be
pre-empting the efforts to re-open the Ivanhoe Railway Line by having the
wonderful There and Back Light Railway offering steam-hauled rides
behind “Nomi” - a real steam locomotive, just a bit smaller than some….
In addition there will be a great line-up of live entertainment during the
days with Ichabod Steam, Greg Chapman, BB BlackDog, The 1855, Kiss
Like Ether, L M Cooke Music, Pena, Doctor Gray and his Orchestra of
One – and a Saturday Night Steampunk Cabaret Show at the Coalville
Labour Club headlined by The Captain of The Lost Waves and featuring
Lady Violet Hugh and Lux DeLioux.
More details on each event’s own Facebook Page, or at our website –
which I try to keep up to date! - www.david-smith-events.co.uk

WWW.STEAMPUNK.GLOBAL
If you would like to share details of your upcoming
Steampunk gathering, festival or event - Email us
directly via steampunkedinburgh@gmail.com
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U TAKE ME UP - NEW SINGLE
- FROM CHASING THE DARK
Eclectric Alternative Rock with a
Steamgoth twist. Something
dark and a bit different.
Chasing the dark is a
music project by
Corvid Preest (aka
Chris Longman the
former front man of
popular steampunk
band Metropolis and
Caamora artist) .
Building on the
foundations so
popular in
Metropolis, Chasing
the Dark looks to forge
the music forward in
new and exciting
directions.
With a steady stream of digital
single releases and live UK gigs,
Chasing the Dark looks to inspire
music lovers looking for something a bit more interesting than the
norm, and hopes to recapture in them that sense of dark wonder and
melodic awe that music used to have.

To check out Chasing the Dark go to
www.facebook.com/chasingthedark or
www.instagram.com/chasingthedarkmusic

Chasing the Dark is a truly independent project with writing, playing,
recording, mixing, and release all done by Corvid (Chris). However a
band exists for most live shows and features the incredibly talented
musicians Cici Powell (Sex Pissed Dolls), Tony Jackson
(Automatone), Rick Burtonshaw (Pre Med), Martyn Hasbeen (Capt
Roswell) and Barry Mart (Sonic Trip Project).
Whilst keeping an Alternative Rock and Prog influenced core or
Metropolis, Chris is free to experiment in areas of music and
instrumentation that have influenced him, such as Peter Gabriel,
Within Temptation, Gary Numan, Ane Brun, Evanescence, Emiliana
Torrini, Seth Lakeman, Damien Rice, Def Leppard, and The Colorist
Orchestra.

CHASING THE DARK WITH A. OLDMAN
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NEXT EDITION - PARTICIPATION!
Atticus Oldman's STEAMPUNKERY 02

The Steampunkery web magazine is looking for guest writers
to provide articles, poetry and short stories. Photographers
and artists are also invited to share their work via this
exciting new project hosted by Atticus Oldman and produced
in Auld Aether Reekie. Email us directly via
steampunkedinburgh@gmail.com for further details on
participation and also advertising opportunities!
The deadline for 2nd Edition copy is 16th March 2020 Guidelines and the details are below.
Flash Fiction from 200 to 1500 words
Short Stories up to 2000 words
Poetry up to 500 words
Articles up to 1500 words
Artwork & Photographs - 300 dpi minimum

Advertising with Steampunkery

Each edition of Steampunkery will offer a limited amount of
space for Steampunk related advertising products, events or
services. Advertisements must be non political, non religious
in nature and must not contain or relate to offensive
material. Email for further information via
steampunkedinburgh@gmail.com

WWW.STEAMPUNKERY.ORG

